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WASHINGTON: Temporary price jumps will not spook the Fed-
eral Reserve into pulling back on the stimulus it has pumped into
the US economy during the COVID-19 pandemic, the central
bank’s chair Jerome Powell said on Wednesday. While the world’s
largest economy is coming back from the depths of last year’s
crisis, the recovery has ways to go and it is too soon to even talk
about easing off the gas, Powell said as the policy-setting Federal
Open Market Committee (FOMC) concluded its two-day meet-
ing. He highlighted the Fed’s commitment to keep the benchmark
lending rate near zero, where it has been since the start of the
crisis, and to continue its massive bond buying program until em-
ployment recovers and inflation exceeds the two percent thresh-
old “for some time”. Responding that policymakers could let
inflation get out of control, Powell snapped back: “We understand
our job. We will do our job.”

Speaking at a press briefing, he again acknowledged that in-
flation will increase in the coming months as business ramps up,
but he stressed that the main factors pushing it higher will dissi-
pate. “An episode of one-time price increases as the economy
reopens is not the same thing as, and is not likely to lead to, per-
sistently higher year-over-year inflation,” Powell said in response
to a question from AFP.  After falling sharply in the early months
of the pandemic as demand tanked when the economy shut down
to contain the virus, prices of many goods and services have
spiked in recent weeks, including gasoline as travelers and com-
muters return to roads and airports. But those recent increases -
including a 2.6 percent year-on-year jump in consumer prices in

March - are caused largely by the bounceback from last year’s
declines and will go away shortly, he said. However, he acknowl-
edged the resolution of supply bottlenecks, which also is con-
tributing to the inflation pressures, is “harder to predict”.

‘Out of hand’
Noted Harvard economist and former Treasury secretary

Lawrence Summers has been the leading voice flagging concerns
about what he sees as the Fed’s complacent attitude towards
price increases. In a seminar last week, Summers cited the old
Fed maxim that its goal is to “take away the punch bowl before
the party gets out of hand,” and lamented that “what we are now
saying is we are not going to do anything until we see a bunch of
drunk people staggering around”.

He has pointed to the example of the 1960s and 1970s when
US inflation spiraled, requiring the Fed to sharply raise interest
rates to bring it under control even though that caused a recession.
Powell said the current situation is far different from past decades,
and these price increases are “not calling for a change in monetary
policy, since they’re temporary and expected to resolve them-
selves”. Still, the central bank remains firm in its commitment to
fight inflation if it appears to be persistent, and has the firepower
to do so, he added. “No one should doubt that we will be prepared
to use our tools,” Powell said, stressing that “a transitory raise
above two percent this year would not meet this standard.”

In addition, the central bank chief noted that in the decade
following the 2008-2010 global financial crisis - a time when

the Fed’s policy interest rate
was mostly near zero - inflation
struggled to hit the two percent
target. “The Fed has decided it
is more willing to risk a bit of
overheating than derail a bur-
geoning boom. We need a
boom to recover what was lost
to the crisis, and get back to
our pre-pandemic trend,”
Economist Diane Swonk of
Grant Thornton said.

The FOMC was more upbeat
about the US economy, saying
that employment is showing
signs of improving, but Powell
noted the recovery remains “un-
even and far from complete”.
Even after a big jobs gain in
March, the United States has 8.5
million fewer positions than in Feb 2020. The committee again
acknowledged that the pandemic is a key factor in the economic
outlook, saying the “ongoing public health crisis continues to
weigh on the economy, and risks to the economic outlook re-
main”. However, that stance was less dire than in its statement
last month, when the FOMC pointed to “considerable risks” to
the outlook. —AFP
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Amazon to raise pay 
for 500K workers after 
unionization drive
SAN FRANCISCO: Amazon will increase pay between 50
cents to $3 an hour for more than half a million workers on its
fulfillment, delivery and sorting teams, the US tech giant an-
nounced Wednesday. The raises, which will take effect be-
tween May and June, come ahead of a federal hearing over a
defeated unionization drive and after President Joe Biden sin-
gled out Amazon for avoiding federal income taxes.

The Seattle-based e-commerce empire has gone on a hir-
ing spree during the pandemic, adding 500,000 people last
year. It now employs around 1.3 million people globally. Typi-
cally, the company reevaluates salaries every fall, ahead of the
holiday shopping bonanza. But it moved the annual review for-
ward this year as it seeks to additionally hire “for tens of thou-
sands of jobs across our operations in the US,” Darcie Henry,
a worldwide operations vice president said in a statement. 

The pay boost will be doled out to employees on the cus-
tomer fulfillment, delivery, package sortation and specialty ful-
fillment teams, while other teams will see their annual
compensation reviewed throughout the year, the statement
added. In 2018, Amazon raised its minimum wage to $15 an
hour for all US employees and has recently joined several other
large corporations in advocating the federal minimum be in-
creased to the same amount. —AFP

From diapers to cereal,
price rises loom in US
WASHINGTON: Just as life shows signs of returning to normal after a year
of upheaval due to the COVID-19 pandemic, Americans will feel the pain
in their wallets as major companies announce price increases on a wide
array of household goods. Citing the pandemic, logistics costs and bad win-
ter weather, the 3M Company on Tuesday was the latest to warn of coming
price hikes on its full line of products ranging from Post-it Notes to band-
ages. Cleaning and beauty supply giant Procter & Gamble has warned that
Pampers diapers and its Always and Tampax feminine hygiene products
will see prices rise five to 10 percent in the United States as the company
faces rising raw material costs. And consumers are unlikely to find better
deals by shopping around: Kimberly-Clark said it will increase prices for
its Scott toilet paper and Huggies diapers.

The price surges are the result of a “combination of supply chain dis-
ruptions,” among other factors, economist Diane Swonk of Grant Thornton
told AFP. Factories shut down as the pandemic began, and restarting pro-
duction is no simple task, she said. “It’s easier to turn the lights out on a
plant than to ramp it back up again, especially amidst a pandemic where
you have to do safety protocols and run workers’ shifts more spaced out,”
Swonk added.

Expensive breakfast 
Consumers worldwide also stepped up ordering goods, many of which

are made in Asia, creating bottlenecks in factories and ports. Ships then
stayed at sea for longer periods of time, causing a global shortage of con-
tainers. US Federal Reserve Chair Jerome Powell has warned the constraints
could last for a year, but also said price spikes are likely to be temporary.

The Labor Department reported wholesale inflation spiked to its
highest yearly rate in nearly a decade last month, while the consumer

price index rose 2.6 percent compared to its level in March 2020, when
the pandemic began. Analysts generally believe the increases are tem-
porary as the global economy rebounds from the ravages of the pan-
demic, which have radiated far and wide. Among products in short
supply are semiconductors, a market already squeezed by the trade war
between the United States and China that saw additional stress when
homebound consumers rushed to buy computers and gaming consoles.
The shortages have caused slowdowns in production of automobiles and
consumer electronics.

Breakfast is set to get more expensive, as prices have risen for the
popular Cheerios cereal, while food giant JM Smucker has raised prices
on peanut butter since August. “Inflation is very broad-based and it’s
actually global,” Jeffrey Harmening, chairman and CEO of Cheerios
maker General Mills, said during a recent earnings call. —AFP

CHICAGO: In this file photo, Scotch tape manufactured by 3M is for sale at a
big box retailer on Jan 28, 2020. —AFP


